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EXTENSION GUIDE
THE QUESTIONS YOU HAVE, ANSWERED.

WHAT THE TEA?
Whether or not you have recently wanted
extensions or have always wanted to
enhance your hair with extensions or even
are already a wearer of them, this digital
booklet should answer some questions or
at least shine some light on the modern
process of extensions.
I always suggest an in person consultation
regardless of the individuals experience
with extensions. There are so many myths
and falsities surround them. Im here to
uncover the truth.
In this guide I will walk you through your
options, debunking myths, an entire
service and then the process of applying
for them and payment.
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WHY PEOPLE GET EXTENSIONS

For Volume

For Length

Someone who lacks
thickness and wants
more.

Someone wanting longer
and/or fuller hair.

Hair loss, whether from
postpartum or even an
illness or weightless.

Can't grow hair past a
certain length. It is very
common.

Wanting longer lasting
style.

Growing out a haircut and
wanting length
immediately instead of
going through the grow out
process for years.

Wanting to add color to
their hair without
chemicals.

Wanting to change your
color by simply adding in
extensions.

A chemical service gone
wrong.

There are more reasons, these are the most common.

WHAT KIND OF
EXTENSION OPTIONS
ARE THERE?
Each technician has their own preferred method.
I personally choose to do a hand sewn beaded row
method and sometimes, depending on the hair density
and length, I add in tapes to fill in the gaps.
There are many types of weft (the part of the extension
where it all bands together at the top) available. I work
with mini or flat wefts and hand tied wefts. They are the
easiest to disguise and flattest.
Through a in person consultation we can decide which
choice is best for you.
When deciding what kind of weft works best for you and
your desired look, there are several things considered:
Do they need custom coloring?
Can the hair support the weft type?
Do they need tape?
Do they need invisible tape?
How many rows will they need?
Budget.
Hidden Tapes

Standard Tapes

Hand Sewn Beaded Rows are a method of application. For
each row needed, a foundation is laid down and it looks a
lot like the top picture.
The wefts of hair are then laid strategically based on color
and density.
After that the sewing happens. Each row is securely and
gently sewn into place to ensure a safe grow out process.

MYTHS AND FALSITIES DEBUNKED

Common misconceptions and their truths
Extensions Damage Hair.
Truth: No, they don't. What happens is the wearer is either improperly
caring for the hair at home OR the technician has done a poor job and
done harm in the end. Extensions should only help the hair.
Extensions Are Easy To Spot.
Truth: No, when done correctly by a specialist, they should be
UNDETECTABLE. Obviously those closest to you will notice something is
different. Especially if you made a big change. The average person will
think you just have bomb ass hair.
You Will Need Them Forever Once You Start.
Truth: Nope. Extensions can be an aid in growing out your hair or getting
it to a healthy spot. You NEVER have to have them. It is a choice to have
them. If this is how you love to see your hair after you have them, then
thats your choice. It is like using mascara, seeing your lashes all prettied
up and then not wearing mascara. Its not a need, just a choice on your
finished look.

BEFORE

AND

AFTER

APPLICATION PROCESS
To apply for extensions at Leah Nakata
Hair, you will head to go to
www.leahnakatahair.com and select the
extensions tab. This will take you to your
application link.
Once you fill out your application and
upon approval (within 24-48 hours) you
will be directed to the online booking
area to book your in person consultation.
Once your appointment retainer has been
paid you will be able to secure a spot on
the books and start your life changing
journey.

Application and Consultation
The application is quick, thorough and provides me
with all the information I need to be able to offer you
an exceptional consultation.
At the consultation you will be comfortable and at
ease knowing you are being heard and in the hands
of a extensions specialist.
At the end we will discuss which package is best for
you and what kind of payment we are looking at.

DAY OF
APPOINTMENT
Upon arrival you will be seated and made comfortable
with drinks and snacks of your choice.
We will install your extensions and start the color
process if you have chosen to also enhance your hair
color.
Lunch is provided and I will get that situated for you to
enjoy while you are with me.
Your final look will be revealed and photos will be taken.
At the end, you will be presented with your amazing
take home box of everything you need to take care of
your extensions at home:
Full sized Wash and Rinse specifically for your hair
type.
Full size heat protectant.
Full size Leave in Conditioner.
Extension Brush.
Satin Pillowcase.
Scrunchies for sleep.
Home care instructions
You will have your follow up appointment made and
your aftercare email will be sent straight to your inbox.
Sucess with your new hair is my number one priority. I
have a VIP Client Only App just for you to make sure you
have tutorials at your finger tips to ensure your success.

Extension
M E N U

Sessions by Lenth & Volume
THE WHISPER
18" | $490

20" | $510

1 Row for
Volume

22" | $530

1 Row for
Volume

1 Row for
Volume

THE DREAM
18" | $855

20" | $895

2 Rows for
length with a
little density.

22" | $940

2 Rows for
length with a
little density.

2 Rows for
length with a
little density.

THE KNOCKOUT
18" | $1420

3 Rows for
length with a
lot of density.

T I P P I N G

I S

20" | $ 1500

22" | $1590

3 Rows for
length with a
lot of density.

O P T I O N A L ,
A L W A Y S

N E V E R

3 Rows for
length with a
lot of density.

E X P E C T E D

A P P R E C I A T E D

B U T

